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Insanity
plea not
common

Ethics.test deadline looms
Employees
must answer
10 questions
before Sunday
BY CINDY TANNEY

ADMINISTRATION REPORTER

Less than one-third of Eastern
employees have yet to answer eight
out of 10 questions correctly.

All state employees are required
to complete an online ethics training course, according to the State
Officials and Employees Ethics Act
which Gov. Rod Blagojevich signed
into law in December 2003.
Nearly 1,100 out of 3,500 universiry workers have not yet completed the online training as of
Tuesday, said Sandy Bowman,
Eastern's ethics training coordinator.
The deadline for Eastern
employees is Sunday.

"Anyone who waits until the
weekend may have difficulry, and
obviously many offices will not be
open to help," Bowman said.
Employees who willfully do not
complete the training are subject to
a fine of up to $5,000 and other
disciplinary actions, which include
being orally reprimanded and suspended or terminated from their
job, said Joseph Barron ·Jr.,
Eastern's general counsel, last
month.
"The law does not prescribe any

penalry for the universiry,"
Bowman said.
Employees are allowed to complete the training during work
SEE ETHICS PAGE 9
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CE OF DUTY
AND ACADEMIC LIFE

"They basically saw, 'We're calling yau. l#J need yau. lf7len can yau get here?"'
-Claudia Winn, seninr political science major and Air lbrce Reserve technician

Student adjusts
to service with
Air Force while
going to school
8Y SARAH WHITNEY
ADMINISTRATION EDITOR

At 9 p.m., on Aug. 31, Claudia
Winn received a call she wasn't
expecting.
"They basically said, 'We're calling you. We need you. When can
you get here?"' said Winn, a senior
political science major.
Her unit was calling her to dury
for hurricane relie( She spent two
weeks at the beginning of the
semester evacuating people out of
New Orleans.
The phone call marks the third
time since she srarted attending
Eastern in the fall of 2001 that
Winn has been activated.
The first time happened in
2003, when her husband was activated. They put her on reserve call,
and she spent the remainder of the
semester in Hawaii completing a
mission for another unir thar had
been called ro Iraq.
The second rime, in November
2004, the President activated her
unir ro assist Operation Iraqi
Freedom.
"There are at least 80 students
that are reservists who are on our
campus," said Nancy Dole, supervisor of Veterans' Benefits. "There
could possibly be more because
there could be that group that
doesn'r get benefits."
Vetn.rns' Benefits certifies that

DANIEL WILLIAMS!THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Claudia Winn, a senior political science major and Air Force Reserve aeromedical technician, stands next to a map
of the United States. Winn has been deployed three times since coming to Eastern.

"When they start the semester, they don't know if they're going to be
enrolled at the end of the semester."
RICHARD WANDLING, CHAIR OF THE POLITICAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT

students are enlisted in the reserve
so they can receive a monthly benefit for educational purposes
through the Montgomery G.I.
Bill.
Richard Wandling, chair of the
political science department,
worked closely with Winn through
the times she was called up for

dury.
"When they start the semester,
they don't know if they're going to
be enrolled at the end of the semester," he said about the challenges
students in the reserve face.
~'hen Winn left in November,
she didn't know that rhe University
has a policy for students who are

called up for military service.
"I thought that I was just going
to lose the semester," she said.
Eastern Internal Governing
Policy number 95 addresses rhe
options students have if they are
activated.
\!I
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Military service
.
can mcrease
risk of mental
health issues
BY CHRIS

Essie

STAFF REPORTER

With the recent assault in Brittany

Ridge, students might wonder how
people can commit such crimes.
Patrick Jackson is being charged
with six counts in association with the
assault.
Jackson, who was in the military for
seven years, was scheduled to go back
just a week and a half after the incident occurred.
"Some people have trouble transferring back to real life," said Scott
Cisney, a former mpiber of the military. "lri the military you have a much
stricter life and schedule." Cisney was
in the Army for four years serving in
Fon Myer, Va., as part of a ccremonial unit.
He said his main dury included
paying respects to those who have
died in action.
Their experiences in the military
might cause a higher risk for mental
illnesses, which might lead to cenain
actions.
In a court oflaw, an "insaniry plea''
is rarely used, said Kaye DeSelms,
assistant State's Attorney on the
Jackson case.
"Mental health examinations are
literally 100 years behind physical and
medical treatment," DeSelms said.
In. orher words, it is not nearly as
simple as going to the hospital and
having the doctor diagnose a person.
In order to be deemed mentally
unstable, the procedures to reach such
a conclusion are much more complicated.
. First off, patients, if claiming to be
suffering &om a severe mental disorder, are sent to a psychologist or a psychiatrist.
From there they are evaluated by an
intense "fitness" test specific to the
crime and the situation along with an
IQ test, DeSelms said.
They also have the patients give an
oral history of their life including their
backgrounq, she said.
"The people that give these examinations are very well qualified,"
DeSelms said.
She said, from rhere, it gets tricky.
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The Daily Eastern News is produced by the
students of Eastern Illino is University.
It is published daily Monday through Friday,
in C harleston, Ill., during fa ll a nd spring
semesters a nd twice w eekly during the
summer term except during school vacatio ns
or examinatio ns. Subscription price: $50 per
semester, $30 for summer, $95 all year.
The DEN is a member of The Associated Press;
which is entitled to exclus ive use of all articles
appearing in this paper.
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TODAY'S EVENTS

Former homecoming queens return
Eighteen former Homecoming
queens from Eastern will attend
, Homecoming festivities this weekend.
The women will receive sashes
and attend an invitation-only
reception and luncheon, and several will ride in Saturday's homecoming parade.
The oldest of the 18 will be
Martha June Hobbs, who won the
tide in 1938.

Facu'9f Deve~nt to show Emert to highlilht
how tci protecf infonnation
Yellowstone Yolianic ac1ivi1J
Faculty Devdopment will present a
seminar titled "Safeguarding Private
Infurmation" today.
The event will be hdd at noon in
the 1895 Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
Representatives from the Registrar's
Office, general counsel, internal auditing and the HIPAA privacy and security offieers will be presenting.

The Geology/Geography department will host a presentation by Man
Brueseke titled "North American
sleeping giant: The past, present and
future ofYellowstone Volcano."
The event will be hdd at 7 p.m.
today in room 304 in the Physical
Science Building.
Brueseke will be talking about his
recent geologic research in the area.
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Safeguarding Private
Information
Noon I Eastern reps
explain how it protects
personal information; it is
designed for new faculty,
but all are welcome.
Sullivan Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union

Career Spotllght .
6 p.m. I Discussion on
career opportunities for
psychology and sociology
majors.
Human Services Center,
Room 130 1

ONLINE POLL
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This week we ask our readen
11
What is your favorffe part of
Homecoming week?"
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Quinn Matthews, a sophomore family and consumer sciences major, donates to the Shannon McNamara Fund.
"I donated for a good cause and a Tootsie Pop," she said. The event was held Wednesdar in the North Quad•
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U. Illinois jaywalkers under watch
BY DANIELLE GAINES

If you have any suggestions or ideas for

DAILY ILLINI (U. ILLINOIS)

articles you wo uld like to

see in The DEN,

feel free to co ntact us at 581-2 81 2 o r by e-ma il
DENeic@gma il.com .

FIND AMISTAKE?
let us know if you find a factual error in The DEN
so we can provide the correct infomiation to other

readers. Contact the editor at 581-2812 or
DENeic@gmail.com.
P HONE: 2 17-581 -2 81 2

FAX: 581 -2 923

E-MAIL: DENEIC@GMAIL.COM
NIG HT PRODUCTION STAFF:
NIGHT CHIEF ••• •••••• ••JULIA BoURQUE
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CHAMPAIGN - More than 124
warning citations have been is.rued to
pedestrians thus far in order for
University of llinois-area police to
increase anempts to control pedesttian
traffic on campus, according to Lt. V.G .
"Skip" Frost of the University Police.
"We are focusing more on the educational aspect of pedestrian traffic on
campus right now," Frost said.
"Hopefully enforcement will not be

necessary if the education campaign is
successful."
The cost ofa jaywalking ticket is $75.
Lt. Holly N earing of the
Champaign police said that an
increased number of citations have
been issued to bikes, vehicles and
pedestrians.
The increased enforcement of traffic laws is in response to recommendations from the Technical Comminee
of the C hampaign-Urbana Urbanized
Area Traffic Study. The group met last
week to discuss urgent andlong-term

traffic safety issues following the death
of Sarah Channick.
The City of Champaign has mobiliz.ed their radar speed trailers and will
continue to move them throughout
the campus area. The Gty of Urbana
also has mobilized their units.
Champaign has repainted the crosswalks in the area and a stop sign is also
being installed Wednesday.
The repaif!ting of all University
crosswalks has started and other traffic
markings are being updated at the
same time.
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In Wednesday's edition of 7he
Daily Easrern News, in the front
page story on Patrick Jackson's
court hearing, the headline was
incorrect. Jackson has no previous record of violence or failure
to appear in court. Also, his next

tentative court date was reported
incorrectly; the date is .V.Onday,
Nov. 21 at 9 a.m.

Also, the

knife in the a lleged attack
nicked the victim's windpipe
and cut a muscle in her neck.
The DEN regrets these errors.

POLICE BLOTTER
On Friday, it was reported that
an Audiovox car stereo was
stolen from an unlocked vehicle

Moou

•• •••• •• ••••T1M MARTIN

N IGHT PHOIO EDllOR

Friday for morning headlines on
88.9 or at weiuhitmix.net

CORRECTIONS

COLLEGE &UNIVERSITY NEWS

HAVE A SUGGESTION?

Rob and Je nn Monday through

in the University Apartments

WTF?

parking lot on campus.

An elephant-sized order. ..literally

age trailer owned by the univer-

It was reported Friday that a storsity was damaged while it was

THE A SSOCIATED PRESS

PASADENA, Cali£ - Talk about
your big orders. Orthopedic shoemaker Cesar Lua just completed a
custom job for an elephant.
Gita, a 47-year-old Asian elephant
at the Los Angeles Zoo, had infected

portions of a non-weight-bearing toe
removed &om her lefi: front foot two
weeks ago.
The wo asked Lua's Novis
Orthopedic Shoes to create a boot to
keep the wound dean while it heals.
"They called asking ifl could do an
orthopedic shoe for an elephant and I

said, 'Sure, I can do it,' thinking it was
a joke," Lua said. "And then later I
thought, if I can do human shoes, I
could do an elephant shoe."
The circular shoe, made mostly of
half-inch~thick. ·brown leather, is . 53
inches around and 19 inches in.diam~
eter. A strap holds it to her ankle.

located at the Village Theater on
18th Street in Charleston.
It was reported that a Pioneer
car stereo was sto le n Friday
from a n unlocked vehicle in
the University Apa rtme nts
parking lot on campus.
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Fraternities keep parade anticipation afloat
Secrets kept during
preparation process
with Homecoming floats
BY MEGAN JURINEK
CAMPUS EDITOR

Greek students spend weeks working on them.
Some fraternities cry their best to keep them under wraps until
the day of the parade.
For some fraternities, the Homecoming floats can cause quire
the rivalry.
"We definitely have techniques that we do to design the float,"
said Tim Addante, a senior business management and president
of Sigma Pi.
Addance could not divulge the techniques that Sigma Pi uses
when constructing their float.
"(The secrecy) adds to the overall competition," he said.
Addante said Sigma Pi take a lot of pride in designing and constructing their float because they have won the last few years and
want to keep up the tradition.
They keep their float in a private location to ensure the

CARRIE HOLLIS/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Jim Williams, a junior marketing major, works on pomping the
Sigma Nu and Alpha Sigma Tau float Monday afternoon. "You
don't really want to do it, but once you're out there, it's not so
bad because you're with everyone," Williams said.
float's theme will not be revealed.
Some fraternities go all our, said Bob Dudolski, director of

Greek life.
"The floats are really quite an undertaking," he said.
Dudolski said he didn't notice much of a rivalry, but members of the Greek communicy said it is a heated time.
"We work for about four weeks," Addante said. Out of
about 80 members of the fracernicy, each man puts in about
five hours a week.
The rivalry is well known among the Greek communicy.
"Ir's more of a fun rivalry," said Mike Mulvenna, a senior
history major and president of Sigma Nu. "We like to see what
others do and try to step it up every year."
"We are the two that always build the best floats," Mulvenna
said. "Ir's nothing we get into a fight over."
Sigma Nu also keeps their float at a private location in order
to keep it under wraps.
Mulvenna would not comment on any specifics of che float
to ensure its secrecy.
Sigma Nu has also been working on their float for about a
month. Each member puts in about six co seven hours a week
and the fracernicy consists of 65 members.
"It's always just a good rime to sit and talk with your brothers putting pomps into chicken wire," he said.
The floats for the parade are to represent the Jheme of
Homecoming, which is "Oh, the Places You'll Go. "

Student Senate meeting ends in embarrassment
BY MICHAEL PETERSON
STAFF REPORTER

Two heated debates erupted at Wednesday's
Student Senate meeting concerning two pieces
of legislation.
The first controversial bylaw change concerned what to do when a Student Senate member is late for a meeting. The legislation stated
that if a member arrives to the meeting after roll
call, then it will count as half an absence.
"We need to stan being more responsible,"
said Internal Affairs Chair Heather Janik. "This
(Student Senate) is a professipnal organization
and we need to scan acting like it,"
Student Senate Parliamentarian Jeffery
Collier, on the other hand, disagreed and proposed that there should be a 15-minute grace
period.
"I came in 15 minutes late, and I don't think
I disturbed anyone," Collier said.
After the senate voted, there was a twominute recess to discuss if a two-thirds majority
vote was attained.
After some confusion, it was decided that the
bylaw change had passed.
The most heated debate emerged as the senate discussed a resolution to distribute surveys

to students about their thoughts on the Student
Senate.
Cole Rogers, student relations committee
chair, said the survey contained questions asking
if students know where and when the Student
Government meets and asks them to rate the
performance of the senate.
Many members of the senate did not like the
layout and wording of questions in the survey
and wanted to table it so it could be further
reworked. According to Student Senate bylaws,
if an item is tabled, it is removed from the agenda until the next senate meeting so members
may review the resolution further.
Student Senate member Maurice Tracy said
he thought the survey was flawed and needed
retooling.
"We are not here to serve ourselves, we are
here to serve (the students)," Tracy said. "(The
students) may not know where and when we
meet, but they know what we are doing."
The resolution was then motioned to table,
but the motion was defeated.
"I highly recommend that we work on this
survey some more," said Student Body
President Ryan Berger.
Berger explained that he thought if so many
members were unhappy with the survey they

Emotions raa hjp at the Stlllellt Seate meetiq W....daJ nichf in the Tacola-lrcola Room of
the llarfill Lutller line Jr. UniwenitJ Union 11 luao Sanl'ip, senior PIJaholou major, commnll
during a period of discuniOll abollt flit Student Satisfaotion SuneJ.
should rework it and pass it at the next meeting.
The resolution was then again motioned to
table but was rejected a second time.
'J\nyone could have talked to Rogers (this
week)," said Student Speaker Adam Howell,
clearly frustrated. ·"This is embarrassing."
After a short speech by Howell, the resolution
was unanimously approved.

Gillian Ouska
Caitlin Ring

Billie Jen Adamick
Bobbie Adamick
TonyBoezio
· Sarah Clark
Colleen Comiskey
Mary Coughlin
Katie Czerniak
Katy DeHaven
Laura Duckett

Jacqueline
Garretson
Aubrey Geddis

ERIC HILTNER/THE C:WLY EASTERN NEWS

Alyssa Scott
Bridget Slack

''",' Amanda Stephens
Rachel Szykowny
Shelly While
Lisa Winkiewicz
Laura ~ley Wolen
Kimi Nord

Also the senate tabled a bylaw about the senate members on how many office hours are
required and how many absences from senate
meetings will result in removal from the senate.
"I felt that disorientation at the meeting was
very disappointing," said Howell after the meeting adjowned. "I hope that people will take this
more seriously next time."
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COMMENTARY
DAN RENICK
SPORTS EDITOR

MAYOR DALEY's
PLAN SHOULD BE
PUT IN A CORNER
Chicago Mayor Richard Daley recently said char he believes
1r's onlv a mam.: r of time before public scho~ls in his constituency will make a switch ro year-rotmd school.
I'm not sure what he meant by saying ir was only a matter of
time, bur r remember hearing this issue brought up by school
boards and government officials 10 years ago, when it could
have actually affected my academic career.
It seems char the main reason chat people are calling for
refom1 in the public school schedule is the fear chat the
American school system in general is slipping and chat America
is being passed by ocher countries in education. Daley said chat
giving students a two-month break is "ridiculous" and chat the
only way we can compete with ocher countries like India and
China, where students go to school six days a week and don't
have the luxury of swnmer breaks, is to follow their lead.
Tiiis swnmer I wrote an article about the Illinois Mach and
Science Academy in Aurora. The application and entry process
co the school is as hard as college and, needless to say, it is a
prestigious school.
As I flipped through the roster of incoming students I
noticed chat I could only pronounce about half of the names.
After talking to some students and parents of students about
.JM.SA., !1la.QJ(4 rhe.ru qoced..che ,t;cl,ioic Q,iif,er,ence<i in ~ucatio11c
and academic motivation and discipline.
I chink perhaps
the funniest and
most disnubing
thing I heard from a
parent was chis :
"I used to cell my
children to dear
their places because
kids in China are
way
. srarving. Now I tell
chem co study hard
because a kid in
China or India is
going co rake their job if they don't."
Wait a second.
Back it up.
Did I just hear chat?
Is chat seriously che message that we are sending to our children?
Work hard because someone who isn't an American might
get your job. Yeah, that's a good way to motivate che future
leaders of our country.
There's no doubt that our public school system needs some
sort of reform (and it should be something ocher chan No
Child Left Behind, which just rewards wealchy schools that
already have che funding chey need).
Daley's claim regarding che fact chat American students get a
summer vacation is ridiculous, but I chink it's just as ridiculous
to have year-round school six-days a week.
Daley says that students need to be better prepared fur college and that year-round school is che answer. Students who
depend on pan-time jobs on weekends and in che summer will
be penalii.ed when they are now overloaded with more homework and more school
And what about srudents in rural areas who hdp with a fumily furn? True, only a small percent of the working class deals
wich agriculture, but we would still be hanging these students
our to dry.
And finally, when are young boys going to be able to play little league baseball wichout summer break? It sounds like Daley
doesn't believe in baseball. Hmmmm, I bet he doesn't like apple
pie either, and that's just un-American.

"Work hard because
someone who isn't an
American might get your
job. Yeah, that's a good
to motivate the
leaden of our country."

PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF NORTHERN ILUNOIS MEDIA SERVICES

Two of the new Toyota Prius hybrid cars that Northern Illinois began using in 2003 sit outside one of the campus buildings in DeKalb.
Since Northern began using these cars, the police department has saved over 30 miles per gallon with these cars, compared to the
Ford Crown Victoria models they used to have.

Beaten to the punch
Eastern director of facilities planning and manage-

"We now have 10 Prius models in our fleet of cam-

ment Gary Rttd told The Daily &tern News chat he

pus ears, including some chat are used for our recruit-

hopes the university can cue gasoline consumption 5-

ment representatives, and che user ac:Ceptance has been

7 percent over the course of the next couple of years.
But unfortunately for che Eastern campus, chis

very good," he said. "With che cars for che police

concept is something chat could have made an

cerned about the vehicle in cases of emergency, but so

impact years before now. Just by looking at a standard

fur it has been a flawless system and there have been no

set a little further north in che state of Illinois, co be · ·

problems wich che reliability of the hybrids."

department, our police chief Don Grady was con-

more exact the city of DeKalb, hybrid cars have been

For now, Eastern is just reaching the point in which

utilized on Northern Illinois' campus for well over a

· chey can go forward wich proposing a plan co imple-

year now.

ment some hybrid cars for University Police in che

The results at Northern have been positive for the

future.

university both financially and environmentally. This

"Conceptually, we are heading in a different direc-

should have been something Eastern was looking

tion," Rttd said. "It is too early to make conclusions

into before taking note of what administrators at

now, but che gasoline crisis is definitely something we

Northern were accomplishing.

are ready to look at here at Eastern.

In gas consumption alone, wich che Toyota Prius

"Looking at che price of gasoline increasing over che

hybrid models chat Northern purchased, che univer-

past five years or so, chere is only so much money we

sity started saving over 30 miles

per gallon for every

are going to be able co spread around."

car they replaced, said Northerns Transportation Manager Bill

While Eastern got beat

to

che punch regarding hybrid cars on

campus, the best solution to the problem would be to meet quick-

Finucane.
The first set of hybrid cars Northern purchased were bought for

ly on the idea to begin a new process. This should result in Eastern

che university police department. This came back in 2003, now two

implementing some hybrid cars for the campus ~nce a way is fig-

years before Eastern administration began considering a move

ured out financially to rotate out some of the older cars being used

to

hybrid models.

currently.

Fmucane said che Prius was not only helping wich gas consumption for campus cars, but also didn't come with any of che negative
impacts the university was concentrating on.

The editoridl is the majority opinion of
The Daily E:astern News editoridl board.

YOUR TURN: LE1TERS TO THE EDITOR
The staff at The Daily Eastern News
wanes to know what students think
about current events, campus issues, college living and anything else students
would like to address.
Editorial cartoons run everyday, while
guest columns run once a week on
Wednesday. Anyone is welcome to write
a column or draw a cartoon, but it is at
the editor's discretion when to run che
column or che cartoon.

COLUMNISTS NEEDED
Have an opinion? We want co hear it!

The Daily Eastern News is looking for
students interested in voicing opinions
on campus, state, national and international issues through columns. The DEN
reserves the Wednesday guest column
spot for students, faculry and members
of the community. Guest columns
should be a minimum of 550 words and
can go up to 600 words.

CARTOONISTS WANTED
The DEN is interested in recruiting
cartoonists chat display artistic ability,
particularly caricatures and tasteful
humor as well as address campus issues.
A grasp of che news and current events is
necessary for cartoonists to be effective.
Columns, cartoons and letters can be
submirted at room 181 1 of Buzzard
Hall.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern Ne ws accepts letters to the editor addressing local, state, national and international is.sues. They should be less
than 250 wor~ and include the authors; name, telephone number and address. Students should indica te their year in school and major. Faculty, administration
and staff should indica te their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be printed. We reserve the ri ght to edit letters for

Renick, a senior journalism major,
can be reached at DENsportsdesk@gmaiLcom.

length . Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to

DENelc@gmail.com.
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Student Government addresses issues of 'ten-minute
rule' and teachers locking doors at the start of classes
BY MARCO SANTANA

STAFF REPORTER

The "ten-minute"rule" is a staple of college student lore, but it
is not officially written anywhere on campus.
The Student Government academic affairs committee is looking into codifying the rules for when faculty do not show up for
classes.
"We are going to work with the Faculty Senate and its appropriate committee and see if we can get a written policy," said committee chair Jill David. "Maybe something a professor has to put
in their syllabus."
The committee serves as a liaison between the student body and
the faculty, and is working on measures that could benefit Eastern
students.
"We are here for their academic concerns," David said. "Any
issue that deals with their education we can work with the faculty
and staff to find a solution."

The five-member committee is currently looking into several
major concerns that they have discovered through personal experiences and input from students.
While some issues deal directly with the concerns that have
been brought up by students, one issue has to da with the way
things are run within the committee so that it can do a better job
performing its duties.
The committee's bylaws are somewhat vague as to the number
of outside meetings the committee member must attend, said
David. But they are considering making attendance at more meetings mandatory.
"It would be extra work for the senators," she tlid, "but it
would make the committee more effective."
David is a sophomore political science major who was appointed as the chair of the committee by Speaker of the Senate, Adam
Howell.
"She's one of our up-and-coming student government members and was a student senator all ofla5t year," he said.

An issue that David categorizes as "an uphill battle" is one that
is in the early stages of research. Several students have voiced concerns about professors locking classroom doors right at the class'
start time.
While David admits that they do not know how widespread
the problem is--a survey is planned to find out-she does know
that there is more than one professor in a certain department who
uses this practice.
"We are going to try and see if we can set precedent," she said.
"We are paying to get an education here. I can understand that if
you are late and they take points off but to miss a whole lecture"
puts the student at a disadvantage with note taking.
David also wants students to know that the committee is easy
to reach if a student has a concern they want addressed.
"All of my (contact) information is on the website," she said.
''And our senate meetings are open to the public every
Wednesday. We love it when people come to us with their concerns.''

Eastern hosts a 'Singled Out' takeoff Reception recognizes

faculty scholars

STAFF REPORTER

BY MEGAN FREILICH

Four candidates got to choose with whom they want to go
on their next date during an event at 6 p.m. Wednesday in
the Grand Ballroom in the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
Each year the Homecoming committee sponsors a diffi:rent event to collect donatioru for a community service event.
This year's dating game will help fund the National Coalition
for the Homd~ part of the donatioru given also go to
Hurricane Katrina relief
The event was supposed to be a fun, social activity where
students could come together without having alcohol
involved, said Bill Kolacek, who hosted the event.
"If you can get people out and have fun and give back to
the community it is a succ.ess" said Krissi Griffin,
Homecoming coordinator.
Acceptable donations included a minimum of $25, a trash
bag full of clothes or 50 canned goods, said Priya Prasad,
community relations co:.chair for Homecoming.
The dating game was similar to MIV's "Singled Out,"
said Erin Miller, grad assistant for student life. Contestants
chose their dates, who they did not see until they were chosen, based on common interests and appealing characteristics.
Kolacek first began by telling the opposite sex of the contestant to come on stage.
Kolacek asked six general questions, then contestants asked
two of their own questions when four daters were lefi:.
Contestants AJ. Morissette, Jeff Collier, Monica
Arbetman and Renee Lozzi were chosen at random by
Homecoming coordination participants.
Two out of the four contestants randomly got chosen to
either get a $50 gift certificate to dinner, and the other two get
randomly chosen to get movie and ice cream, said Griffin.
"I knew that I was going to win right when I got on stage,"
said Jake Juracka, who won a date with Monica Arbetman.
The crowd basically picked the winner so it was important
to keep them entertained, Juracka said

STAFF REPORTER

ERIC HILTNER/fHE D'\ILY EASTERN NEWS

Sophomore Family Consumer Science major Monica
Arbetman is lifted in the air by Jake Juracka, freshman
Physical Education major. Juracka was the winner of the
30 men that participated in the Dating Bame Wednesday
located in the Brand Ballrobm in the Martin Luther ling
Jr. University Union.

Arbetman, a sophomore family and consumer science
major, said she choose her date because he was funny and the
audience really liked him.
More than 500 chairs were set up for the event, and an
extra five rows needed to be set up.
"I think people fdt comfortable who there with for a
date," Kolacek said addressing possible safety issues when
going on a date with a stranger.

Make that important first impression at the

Eastern recogniz.ed 115 faculty members from the College of Sciences and
the College of Am and Humanities for their creative achievements on
Wednesday.
The reception took place in the Tarble Am Center Atrium from 3 to 5
p.m.
The 20th annual Publishing Scholars and Creative Works Reception honored the faculty who have published books, articles or reviews; edited books
or periodicals; or created artistic works within the past year.
"The Scholars Reception cdebrates the extraordinary levd of achievement
of our faculty in both Fine Am and Humanities," said Jeffrey Lynch, associate dean of the College of Am and Humanities. "Eastern, and the College
ofAm and Humanities in particular, is well-known for its excdlence in classroom and studio teaching in large part because its faculty, despite heavy
teaching loads, are activdy engaged in their discipline's scholarship and creative activity.
"The college is its faculty, staff and students, so we take great pride in the
faculty's achievements and are pleased that we can recogni7.e them in !1Us
small way," he said
"One of the things I expected to do was teach academics and have my
works pµblished," said Wilson Ogbomo, professor of African-American
studies and history.
Ogbomo said he feels honored to be recogniu:d at this event as one of 11
faculty members from his dep~ent.
"It is always very satisfying (to see your works published) and nice to see
what others have published as well," said Ellen Keiter, a chemistry professor
whose work was also published.
"It is important to continue our resean::h and writing, so we can improve
our teachiQg," said Ogbomo.
The Publishing Scholars Reception was open to anyone interested in
attending.
"It's very interesting to see the amount of teachers who have things published," said Stephanie Walker, a sophomore English major. "I noticed that
my freshman year English teacher, Professor John Guzlowski's work was
there. I wish I would have known he had published stories at the time."

IJIJMGO ll'!lf 'fffg

MOOSI:
Fall Education Job Fair
woman

What to Wear

Neutral-colored suit (black, dark gray or navy blue)
with a knee-length skirt or pants and a tailored
blouse
Basic pumps with "1-2" heels
No clunky heels, sneakers-, or strappy sandals!

Men

A two-piece suit in navy or another dark color
A tie with a simple pattern
Polished dress shoes

Non - Members
Welcome to Play
615 7th Street

Place an AD
in the DEN!
581-2816

Snow PLACE
0'' R:U't 15 tAS1 Of !·'.i! BY CARLE C_,tiC
M~·rro•; ~ Hl0-0-FANDANGO 1573#

WALl:ACE & GROMIT(G)4:10 6:30 9:00 MON·
DAY MAT 1:30
WAITINGIRM:45 7:00 9:20 MONDAY MAT 1:45
GREATEST GAME EVER PLAYED(PG) 4:00
6:50 9:30 MONDAY MAT 1:00
TWO FOR THE MONEY(R)4:30 7:15 10:00
MONDAY MAT 2:00
PROOF(PG13l 5:10 7:30 9:50 MON MAT 2:00
IN HER SHOESIPG13)3:45 6:40 9:40 MONDAY MAT 12:45
INTO THE BLUE !PG13) 5:00 7:40 10:20
MONDAY MAT 2:'20
SERENITY CPG13l 5:20 8:15 MON MAT 2:30
FLIGHTPLA'N(PG13) 5:40 8:00 10:30
MONDAY MAT 2:30
JUST LIKE HEAVEN(PG13)5 30 7 50 10:10

..
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Amazing Race sends students all over campus
BY

KRISTINA PETERS

STAF F REPORHR

Students were seen racing all over Eastern's campus late Wednesday afternoon.
These students were competing in the Amazing
Race, an event for Homecoming.
Fourteen teams participated, and they were
divided into three divisions. These divisions consisted of a Greek division, =gnized student
organizations division and a residence halls division.
Some teams were really into it and others were
not, said Jill McQuade, a junior physical education
major who is part of the homecoming activities
committee.
These teams searched all over campus for 11
dues that were in the form of riddles.
Some of these areas were the campus pond,
Greek court, the pamher at Many's and the football field.
Brian Frieze, a freshman geography major who
represented Alpha Sigma Tau/Sigma Nu, said the
riddles were fairly easy to figure out. ·
Unlike the show Amazing Race, the teams did
nor J.lways have to go rhrough challenges to get

their clue. Only in one case they did. When teams
arrived at the campus pond they had to paddle out
and back before receiving their due and some of
the teams got wet in the process.
· "We did awesome in the canoe," said Mark
Bertoncini, a junior marketing major, who raced
with Alpha Sigma Tau/Sigma Nu.
Teams coming in first received three points, second place received two points, and the third place
team received one point.
For the Greek division, Sigma Sigma Sigma/Phi
Kappa Theta came in first, Alpha Sigma
Tau/Sigma Nu finished in second and last place
was Alpha Gamma Delta/Delft Tau Delta.
The RSO division finished with Epsilon Sigma
Alpha in first, Campus Christian House in second
and Black Srudent Union in third.
In first for the residence hall division was
Lawson and Taylor North came in second.
"It was interesting and something different,"
said Gwen Barrett, a junior recreation.major, who
ran with Alpha Sigma Tau/Sigma Nu.
"We were really excited about this project," said
Ashley Lenardi, a sophomore physical education
major, who is involved with the homecoming
activities committee.

ANGIE FALLER/THE DAILY EA'iTEl\N NF.WS

Bobby Kellerman, a sophomore physical education major (right} and Pat McKee, junior physical
therapy major, paddle their inflatable ·canoe in theCampus Pond for the Sigma Chi team
Wednesday during the Amazing Race. Fifteen competing teams had to travel to 11 separate locations to do various activities as part of the Homecoming competition•.

Fraternities and sororities ditch Homecoming
points and walk through parade to show support
BY MEGAN

)URINEK

CAMPUS EDITOR

It's not 'die traditional float, and some of
the Greek community is using the idea to
conserve money and represent their fraternity
and sorority in a different way.
"Some students -construct 'walking floats',"
said Bob Dudolski, director of Greek life.
Walking floats are not really floats, but
members of the fraternities and sororities
who walk during the parade to represent their
organization.

Sigma Chi and Delta Zeta are putting
together a walking float.
"Walking floats have been going on for a
couple of years," said Matt Laricy, a senior
corporate communication major and member of Sigma Chi.
Laricy ·said groups with walking floats do
not earn nearly as many points.
The points can be earned through other
events to keep the fraternity and sorority in
contention, he said.
Even with the · loss of points, Laricy said
there are some positives to walking in the

''You can put a name with a
face. Afloat is very expensive."
MATT lARICY, SIGMA CHI MEMBER

parade instead of building a float.
"You can put a name with a face," he said.
"A float is very expensive."
The walking floats might become the scene
for future parades, Laricy said.
Each member of the fraternity has to spend

15 hours a week pomping, which also costs
hundreds of dollars.
"They are such a burden to construct," he
said. "It's just not worth it."
The walking float consists of about 15
members from the fraternity and 15 members of the sorority to literally walk through
the parade while wearing homecoming sweatshircs.
They also carry a banner that displays the
names of the organizations.
Laricy said he expects to see about three
walking floats this year.

Share your space, but live on your own.

AU furnishing~ pictured are from WaHAart.

Get everything for your donn room at Walmarlcom and sUll afford tuition.

s1or119..
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JHURRICANE KATRINA

'Mobile homes, campers left unoccupied at FEMA
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. - More than 9,000
mobile homes and campers meant for the victims of Hurricane Katrina are sitting unused at
government staging areas while displaced families continue to live out of tents and shelters.
The Federal Emergency Management
Agency says the backlog was inevitable: The
temporary housing is easier to acquire than
distribute because of the limited number of
accessible roads, cleared lots and trucks to haul
housing to the storm-ravaged region.
But it's been six weeks, and the people left
homeless by the hurricane say they are tired of
waiting for the federal government to fulfill its
promise.

"We applied for a FEMA trailer, but we have
no result yet," said Ben Truong, 34. He has
been living with his parents, aunt and a couple
of dogs on their shrimp boat near Biloxi,
Miss., running the boat's engine to power a
generator.
"What's killing us is we're burning the diesel
chat makes our living," he said. "If something
doesn't happen ... we are going to lose everything."
More than 22,000 storm victims are still living in shelters, Coast Guard Vice Adm. Thad
Allen said Wednesday. Long-term temporary
housing is expected to be needed for at least
400,000.
To help, the government 'ordered 125,000
campers and mobile homes. About 6,700

campers are now occupied, but more than
2,500 mobile homes and 6,400 campers sit
unused at staging sites in Selma, Ala.; Purvis,
Miss.; Baton Rouge, La.; and Texarkana,
Texas, said FEMA spokesman James Mcintyre.
The mobile homes require more space than
the campers, plus permits from local officials,
and chat takes time, Mcintyre said. Campers
are easier to distribute, but long waits are
impossible to overcome.
In some cases, campers were sent to the
region but no one came for them. In Alabama,
200 unoccupied travel trailers were sent back
to staging areas by state parks because not
enough people stopped in to claim them.
Officials at FEMA don't know how many
people have signed up for the homes,

Mcintyre said. Hurricane victims can call a
coll-free number, use the Web or go to a relief
center to register.
The housing is distributed pretty much on a
first come, first served basis, Mcintyre said.
However, an inspector muse determine if the
proposed property is cleared enough for a trailer, and electricity must run to the site.
Raymond and Andra White of Gulfport,
Miss., requested a trailer about a week afi:er the
storm and they're still living out of a tent on
their property. T he agency has yet to send an
inspector co determine if their property is suitable.
"We are just toughing it our," said White, a
45-year-old former boxer who sells cars at a
Nissan dealership. "All we can do is wait."

Police lawyer: Video does not tell whole tale of Bourbon Street arrest
THE ASSOll ATfD PRFSS

NEW ORLEANS - A police union official
and a lawyer for officers accused in the beating of a retired teacher on Wednesday sharply
disputed the man's contention he was brural- Bush points to Miers' religion as White
adnsses GOP concerns
ized during his arrest, which was captured on
video.
WASHINGTON - The White House
Attorney Frank DeSalvo said the video tried Wednesday to patch a growing fissure in
shows a truncated version of the Saturday the Republican Party over Supreme Court
night arrest and he disputed details the video nominee Harriet Miers by pointing to her
appears to have captured, including whether · conservative religious beliefs. "Parr of Harriet
the 64-year-old suspect was punched in the Miers' life is her religion," President Bush said.
Bush defended his nomination, saying
face.
"I see an incident of a man trying to be Miers was highly qualified, a crailblazer in the
brought under control who doesn't wane co be law in Texas and someone who would strictly
interpret the Constitution - something his
brought under control," DeSalvo said.

House

conservative supporters want evidence to sup- ·covering atorvastatin, Lipicor's active ingredient,
port. He said his advisers' commenrs about bur ruled that another parent was invalid. Indian
Miers' churchgoing were meant to give people pharmaceutical company Ranbaxy Laboratories
a better understanding of his litrle-known Ltd. had challenged both patents, and was
joined by Britain's Arrow Generics Led. against
nommee.
the second patent chat was ruled invalid.

Pfizer wins k~y patent challenge
on Lipitor as it awaits verdict

N EW YORK - Pfizer Inc. won a significant
victory on Wednesday when a British judge
upheld a key patent covering its blockbuster
cholesterol drug Lipitor in the United Kingdom
bur the medication still faces a similar yet more
important case in the United States.
Shares of the world's biggest drugmaker rose
2.2 percent.
Judge Nicholas Pumfrey upheld the patent

Crude oil futures rise on bullish
view of supply and demand
NEW YORK - Crude-oil futures climbed
for the second cqnsecutive day afi:er a U.S. report
forecast continued oil supply restraints and higher prices in the near term.
The Energy Information Administration's
short-term energy outlook, published Wednesday,
also showed chat demand declines in the wake of
record high prices won't be long lasting.

portrait \Neck is here!
get your photo taken for the 2006
warbler yearbook next week in the
union lounge near the bookstore
stop by between Sam & Spm \

monclay thru thursday \

october 10-13
to get your yearbook photo taken
seniors can make appointments

by calling 581-2812
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

$5 senior sitting fee
$4 underdassmen sitting fee
individual packages will be
available through the photographer

Next portrait week will be held
after thanksgiving
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International aid
pours into Pakistan

CLASSIFIEDS
SUBLESSORS
Sublessor needed ASAP for
Spring
2006
Semester.
$275/month plus free wireless
internet. Only pay 4 months
rent. Convenient on Campus
Location. Call Leah @815579·8189.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/17

ROOMMATES
Roommate needed for spring
semester. Apartment located
at 1056 2nd St., close to campus. W/D, furniture, parking
included. Contact Tracy at
773·640·1973.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/18

PERSONALS
ATTENTION ALL GRADUATING SENIORS! If you are
interested in a yearbook of
your senior year, and are not
sure how to pick it up, come to
the Student Publications
office, room 1802 Buzzard
Hall, and for only $6 we will
mall you a copy in the Fall
when they are published. Call
581-2812 for more informs·
tion.

_________oo

FOR SALE
1980 Redman mobile home
located in Greenup, 20 min
from EIU. Rented lot, $6500.
618-676-1433.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/21
2000 Jeep Cherokee Laredo Grey, New tires, brakes, water
pump. Power windows/ locks.
CD player. $8200. 217-2461786
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/25

ANNOUNCEMENTS
COSTUME
RENTAL-plus
wigs, hats.makeup, beads,
bachlorette & gag gifts!
GRAND BALL-609
Sixth
Street, Charleston 12-6 M-F,
10-2 Sat 345-2617
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/31

HELP WAITED
Get paid to think. Make $75
taking
on line
surveys.
www.myspendingcash.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/14
Bartender/ Waitress.
No
Experience
Necessary.
Flexible Hours. Must be 21.
Contact Marvin at 268-9925 or
240-0786.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/19
Need experienced carpenter
and have own tools. Call Eli
Sidwell 345-3119 or 232-3117.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/24
!BARTENDING! $250/ day
potential. No Experienee
Necessary. Training Provided~
1-800-965-6520 ext. 239
_________12/12

FOR RENT
Single Apartment. Utilities
Included. $299 per month.
Dave 345-2171. 9 am- 11 am
~-··
___00

FOR RENT
.EASTERN ILLINOIS PROPERTIES NOW LEASING FOR
FALL 2006 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and
14
Bedroom
Houses,
Apartments, and Duplexes.
View
Properties
at
www.eiprops.com or Contact
Melissa at 345-6210 or 5490212
__________10/13
Now Renting for Fall of 06.
Newer Units on the eastside of
campus. 345-5821 or visit our
website @ rcrrentals.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/14
For 2006-2007. Very nice
houses, townhouses, and
apartments for 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8
people. 1 to 3 blocks from
campus. For more information
go to www.
my
eiuhome.com or call 217·
493-7559.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/18

FOR RENT

FOR REIT

Available for Summer and
Fall 05-06_ school year. Clean
modern apartments and
homes
w/some
utilities
included. 1,2,3,4,&5 bedrooms. W/D in some units
also. NOT ALL CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. NO PETS!IH 217·
345-4494.
--------~00
Royal Heights Apartments. 3
BA apartments fall 2005.
Remodeled, free parking. Call
Kim. 346-3583.
--------~00
Girls. Beautiful Furnished
houses for fall 2006. 3-7 people 10 month lease 1/2 block
to campus. 345-5048
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

Lincolnwood Pinetree has
2&3 BR Apts. available for
second semester. Call 345·
6000

Fall 2006 • Great selection of
quality houses and apartments. Close to campus. 1-6
bedrooms • Free high speed
Internet, Free cable TV, Free
p
h
o
n
e
www.jbapartments.com 345·
6100.

FALL 2006. 5, 4, 3, 2 bedroom
houses. 2-bedroom apartments 1026 Edgar Dr. 3485032.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/25

Available Nov. 1, 2005. Close
to campus. 4 or 5 B.R. C.A.
W.D. Trash. Phone 3457244.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

Park Place Apartments: Now
showing for Fall 2006. 1,2,3
bedroom units fully furnished.
Trash paid contact Autumn @
348-1479
_________00

www.jwilliamsrentals.com
CHECK US OUT FOR YOUR
NEXT APARTMENT. Leasing
now 1 & 2 bedroom units.
Good locations, nice apartments, off street parking,
trash paid. No pets. 3457286.

_________oo

One bedroom apartments for
August '06-'07. PP&W PROPERTIES,
2
EXCELLENT
LOCATIONS 1 BLOCK AND 1
1/2 BLOCKS NORTH OF OLD
MAIN ON 6TH ST. 1 or 2-per·
son leases. Central heat &
A/C, laundry facilities. Water,
trash service, and oft-street
parking included. Perfect for
serious students or couples.
348
8249
www.ppwrentals.com.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
HOUSES FOR FALL 3,4,5, &
6 bdrm. Ex. location. Ex. condition. Locally owned and
managed.
345-7286.
www.jwilliamsrentals.com
--------~00

Nice Apartment available 2nd
semester. Fully Furnished,
garbage disposal, dishwasher,
master
bedroom.
Sublease call ASAP. 502-751·
8481
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
Oldtowne Apartments: 1, 2,
3 Bedroom for Fall 2006.
Close to campus. 4 locations
to choose from. Call 3456533
--------~00
FALL 2006. 5,4,3,2 BEDROOM HOUSES. 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS. 1026
EDGAR DA. 348-5032
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/25

BUCHANAN ST. APARTMENTS: 1,2,&3 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
FOR FALL 05-06. PLENTY
OF OFF STREET PARK~
ING, WATER AND TRASH
INCLUDED. CALL 3451266
00

------~-~00

EXCEPTIONALLY ECONOMICAL! HALF OF DUPLEX
APT. WITH 1 BDRM LOFT.
FURNISHED FOR A SINGLE
OR COUPLE. $385/MO FOR
1 OR $435/MO FOR 2. 1
BLOCK NORTH OF O'BRIEN
FIELD FOR SCHOOL YEAR
2006/07. CALL JAN AT 345·
8350.

_________ oo

Fall 2006 - Luxury 3 and 4
bedroom, 2 bath apart·
ments. Free HIGH SPEED
INTERNET, Free CABLE
TV, Free PHONE! New,
safe, secure and close to
campus. Lots of amenities.
www.jbapartments.com
345-6100.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
PANTHER PADS offers for
2006-07 school year the
BIGGEST and BEST: 6, 8, 9,
and 10 bedroom houses. Only
1 block from campus and
Lantz Gym. CLEAN and
WELL-MAINTAINED.
Call
345-3148 for details or check
check us out at www.pantherpads.com.

_________oo

Girls beautiful 2&3 bedroom
furnished apartments for fall
2006. 1O month lease 345·
5048.
-~~~~---~o.o

3 Bedroom House. 1 1/2
Bath. Dishwasher. Washer/
Dryer. Close to Campus.
708·261-5741 For Spring
2006.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/25

·-~lhul
Crossword
ACROSS

26 U.P.S. unit:

Abbr.
21 French silk

5 Quiet

29 Part of the

9 Kind of surgery
15 "Put Your Head
on My
Shoulder"
singer, 1959
16 Chocolate substitute
17 Strike
18 Shot's target,
maybe
19 "Un Ballo in
Maschera• aria
20 10's and 20's,
e.g.

Hindu trinity
31 Success on a
slot machine

60 1986 Turner
autobiography

35 Preparations

61 Asian sea name

39 "The Time
Machine" race

63 Cartoonist
Walker

41 Italian sweetie
42 "The Cosby
Show" actress

44X·_
45 Coconut fiber

22 Rampaging

46 Queue after Q

24 Literally, "high
ground"

48 Perennial subj.
of federal funding debates

25 Subatomic particle

50 Hair products

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

MUZAFFARABAD, Pakistan - Rescue dfuns gave way to
aid relief, as hopes faded Wednesday offinding more survivors in
Pakistan's ~ted quake zone. Still, miracles emerged amid
the misery: A Russian team rescued a 5-year-old girl trapped for
nearly 100 hours under the rubble ofher funily home.
Trucks and helicopters with aid from dozens of countries
choked roads up to the crumbling towns of the Himalayan
region of Kashmir, but the hungry and homeless in hard-hit
areas remained isolated four days after the temblor.
"No country is ready for such a disaster," said President
Gen. Pervez Musharraf in a nationally televised address,
acknowledging delays in his government response but saying
that relief operations were now fully under way.
The 7.6-magnirude quake Saturday demolished whole
towns, mostly in Kashmir, divided by a cease-fire line between
Indian and Pakistani territories. The death toll was believed to
be more than 35,000, with tens of thousands injured.
A strong aftershock shook the capital Islamabad early
Thursday, causing buildings to move for a few seconds. It was
not immediately clear what the aftershock's magnitude was or
if it caused any damage.
U.S., Pakistani, German and Afghan helicopters delivered
tents, blankets and medical equipment and brought back
dcnens of badly injured people on each return Hight. The
choppers flew in clear skies after stormy weather forced the
suspension of flights Tuesday.
"The problem we are seeing right now is that there's so
many injured Pakistanis, we just can't talce back everyone. We
are limited for space," U.S. military spokesman Col. James
Yonts said at a base near Is1amabad.
At a landing wne in Mwaff.trabad, the capital of Pakistan's
portion of Kashmir, doctors selected only the most severely
injured for evacuation.
U.S. Secretary of State Condoleexza Rice arrived in
Islamabad, where Pakistani leaders appealed for tents, water,
blankets and clearing equipment.
'We will be with you in your hour of need. We will be with
you not just today but also tomorrow," Rice said at a news
conference with Prime Minister Shaukat Aziz.
Am. said small aircraft were able to land at the airpon in
Muzaffiirabad, but C-130 transpon planes still were only able
to airdrop equipment and supplies.
The United Nations estimat~ some 4 million people were
affected, including 2 million who lost homes, and warned that
measles, cholera and other diseases could break out.

Edited by Will Shortz

59 Washington
landmark, with
"the"

40 It's not found
within the tour
corners of this
puzzle
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52 Next
57 Dignify

1 Mobile dining
area

14 Partly
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2
14
17

64 Writer of the

"April Theses"
65 Red state
66 Moisturizer
ingredient
67 Status-changing
gift
68"
choice"

""""---

69 1929 literary
character in
San Francisco
67

DOWN

Puzzle by Kevan Chollel

1 Mixer

12 Absent from

34 "Later"

2 Rising star
3 Lady friend in
Italy

13 Possible result
of a spicy meal

36 Police staff:
Abbr.

21 Certain race

4 Fix, as a drive

23 Polite tumdown

37 Afore
38 European carrier

5 Must

25 Impatient gift
recipients
6 French individu·
als
28"_aroll!"
7 Item between
30 Last of a Latin
two poles
trio
a Former enemy 31 Sportscaster_
capital
Allen
9 Deep-sea

10 Goal of a reading
..,,,.+:+:c:+.:e-1 11 It opened in

i825

32 Ayatollah _
Khamenei
33 Longtime NBC
Symphony conductor

40 Superman's
father

43 How it all started, it's thought

44 Old TV host

49 Log
51 Actor/comedian
Denis
53 "Twenty Years
After" author
54

Gay

55 Computer game
format
56 Bag lady?

Allen
47 Shop worker
48 Singer with a
1978 #1 hit with

Barbra
Streisand

58 "Come
59 Prego rival
62 1990's Indian

P.M.
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STATE
BRIEFS

FAA says Chicago
r

area has no staffing
crisis, union disagrees
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CHICAGO- Federal aviation regulators said
Wednesday that the Chicago region has enough air traffic controllers to safely manage the skies, despite a
union claim of a staffing crisis.
The Federal Aviation Administration said the 615
amtrollers working at four Chicago-area facilities "are
safely handling current air traffic levels."
FAA officials said there are 62 controllers worlPng at
O'Hare International Airport's control tower; 24 at
Midway Airport; 95 at a radar control facility in Elgin;
and 429 at a facility in Aurora that monitors long-range
air traffic in seven Midwest states.
"The staffing char we have in place today ... matches
the needs of the traffic," said Nancy Kort, FAA Central
Service Area Director for J\.ir 1raffic, in a statement
Wednesday.

Mayor Daley names former city official
as new planning commissioner
CHICAGO- Mayor Richard Daley on Wednesday
named a former city planning official and economic
development specialist as the city's new planning comm1ss10ner.
Lori Healey, 45, headed the city's tax increment
financing program while serving as first deputy planning commissioner in 1999 before leaving for the private sector.
Healey replaces former commissioner Denise
Casalino, who stepped down last week amid inquiries
into her involvement with her husband's real estate
projects. Casalino said she did nothing wrong but
acknowledged placing calls to other city departments to
check on the starus of permits fur her husband's proj- ·
ects.

Rvan aide stopped wisecracks on the
sfand in effort to save deal with feds
CHICAGO- George Ryan's former right-hand man
testified Wednesday that he stopped wisecracking on
the witness stand because he was afraid his cocky
answers would prompt prosecutors to scuttle a deal he
hopes will keep the woman he loves out of prison.
"I don't want to give anybody the excuse to doublecross me," Ryan's former chief of staff and campaign
manager, Scott Fawell, told the former governor's racketeering and fraud trial.
Ryan, 71, is charged along with lobbyist friend Larry
Warner with racketeering conspiracy and other offenses. Prosecutors say he doled out big-money state leases
and contracts to Warner and other insiders when he
was secretary of state while getting free vacations and
gifts. Both have denied any wrongdoing.

Mother. Woman might have had epileptic
seizun while drowli1ng in ntentiOn pond
O'FALLON- A mother who drowned with her
young son after their car rolled into a retention pond
near a subdivision in this St. Louis suburb likely had an
epileptic seizure, her mother and investigators said.
"We're pretty sure that's what happened," Sharon
Langrehr of Red Bud said Tuesday, a day after daughter
Lisa Domer, 29, and her 2-year-old son Dagan died in
the stormwater pond.
Police and the St. Clair County coroner's office said
they could not discuss personal medical histories but
suggested that the accident and eyewitness accounts
were consistent with a seizure. The evidence was convincing enough that an autopsy was not performed.

Judge cuts '-unitive damages to
lieutenant who claimed retaliation
URBANA- A federal judge upheld a jury's decision
that two Illinois State Police officials retaliated against a
former lieutenant who pursued an unpopular investigation, but said jurors awarded unreasonable punitive
damages.
U.S. District Judge Harold Baker on Tuesday slashed
the punitive damages awarded to retired Lt. Michale
Callah;m from $472,300 to $150,000.
Bake~ upheld the jury's decision to award Callahan
$210,000 in compensatory damages.
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ETHICS:
CONTINUlD FROM PAG£ 1

hours though they will not be compensated for it. The quiz may not be
completed until all questions are
answered correctly.
James Painter, Family and
Consumer Sciences chair, said he
believes the state-mandated training
can make a positive impact at
Eastern.
"I have. had several faculty come
in and say that it made them think
twice about a few things," he said.
To inform all Eastern employees
about the training, the Human
Resources office has sent out individual notices, posted reminders in
the university's newsletter and e-

AIR FORCE:
CiJ".f1'\il'i!> fHl'-t l'\f,I

1

Reserve students activated for dury
receive a full refund or incomplete.~ in
their classes if they must leave after the
fourth week of the semester. However,
if students must leave during the last
three weeks of the semester, professors
can award them the grades they are
making in their classes at that point provided they are making a C or better.
'The Enrollment Transfer Relations
Office tracks students who leave for
military service.
"We only know if they contact us,"
Burris said.
Students are not required to notify
the university that they are leaving for
active duty. lberefore, she said that
what she has on file probably is not an

mailed managers for every office.
Joe Benney, a sophomore business
management major and resident
assistant at Thomas Hall, said he
completed the training in less than
45 minutes.
"It was pretty straight-forward,
and it was pretty self-explanatory,"
said Ryan Moran, a sophomore
management major and Help Desk
assistant.
The online ethics training course
will not be available after Sunday,
and the Web site will be dosed
Sunday morning until 2 p.m. for
maintenance, Bowman ·said.
Employees seeking assistance for
the online course may contact the
Help Desk at 581-HELP or
Bowman at 581-6402.

accurate reflection of the number of
students who withdraw because of military service.
This semester, seven students withdrew because they were activated for
hurricane relief said Carole Burris, office
systems specialist III in EnroUmem
ManagemenuTransfer Relations.
During spring 2005, five students
withdrew bec.ause they were activated
to the Middle East, she said.
Working with Winn, Wandling has
witnessed the additional difficulties and
stresses those students serving their
country experience while trying to get a
high~ education degree.
"Above all, I've learned about the
stresses and difficulties that these students experience," he said. "They're in a
very different set of circumstances."
Military-involved students must be
prepared to leave at a moments notice.

Insurance mogul sentenced
THE AsSOCIATED PRESS

CHICAGO
A federal judge
ruled Wednesday that jailed insurance mogul Michael Segal is mentally
competent and will be sentenced for
his conviction of stealing more than
$30 million from a restricted trust
fund.
Nearly a year after Segal was convicted in June 2004 of mail fraud,
wire fraud, racketeering and making
fulse statements, his attorneys began
to argue that he was mentally incompetent and, consequently, unable to

defend himself during a sentencing
hearing.
On Wednesday, U.S. District
Court Judge Ruben Castillo ruled
that Segal is competent. He set Segal's
sentencing for Nov. 30.
In his ruling, Castillo noted that
psychiatrists for both the defense and
prosecution agreed that Segal "is of
average
intelligence
although
impaired by poor reading skills, is
fairly knowledgeable about the
charges against him, and has sufficient self control to be able to behave
with decorum."

HEALTH:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

In essence, there are three difl:erent pleas the derense can
present to the coun that would, at least in the short term,
get their defendant "off the hook."
The first plea is if the patient is unfit to stand trial
because the defundant is unaware of the coun atmosphere
and unable to defend themselves.
Even if the defendant believes they are possessed by
aliens, if they know what a judge is, the prosecutors are,
the defense is, the jury is, or the trial in general, they can't
be classified as unfit to stand trial, DeSelms said.
Then they are adnutted to a men ta! facility and given
up to a year to be deemed socially stable. If they are found
stable within that year, they can be taken to trial and possibly convicted.
The second instance is if the patient was legally unaccountable fur the crime at the time of the crime. Ifcriminals
are severely mentally unstable at the time of the crime, they
could possibly be dismissed from the trial, DeSelms said.
While this does not make them officially "not guilty,"
they are not tried as a typical, sane criminal, she said.
As one could expect, unfit to stand trial and
unac ·
countability go hand in hand as someone who is seriously menlally iii was so ar the time of the crime and dunng
rhe rrial.
The last plea is of"guilty, bm mentally ill.'"This is usually the result of a "legally w1accounrable fur rhe crime"
plea and basically says that one is in fact guilty bur will nor
be rried as a convicted felon as they were too mentally
tmstable at the time of the crime ro fully realize what they
were doing, DeSelms said.
She said all of the above usually lead to the patient serving time, sometimes indefinitely, in some sort of mental or
residential institution.
"Ir's hard to explain in layman terms because we don't
deal with it that much," D.eSelms said.

West Nile kills
seventh Illinoisan
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

SPRINGFIELD
An 84-year-old McLean
County man is the seventh person to die in Illinois
after contracting the West Nile virus, state health
officials said Wednesday.
The man died on Monday and his physician said
other conditions contributed to his death, the
Illinois Department of Public Health announced.
The others who have died were an 86-year-old
Cook County woman, a 70-year-old Cook County
woman, two 92-year-old women who were also
from Cook County, an 85-year-old man from Lake
County and a 78-year-old man from Will County.
On Wednesday, two newly identified cases of
West Nile also were announced, bringing the
state's total number of cases to 211 so far this
year.

NON SEQUI
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WHITE SOX IN THE ALCS : CAMPUS REACTION

SENIORITY:
CON_TINUED rROM PAGE 1 2

Morgan said that she and Audra
were very different players, as well as
people, and credits her parents for
that.
"Ever since I was little, we were
never compared to each other," she
said. "A lot of the reason for that is
because of our parents. They kept us
separated."
The three defenders have also
played a big role in the development
of freshman defender Ashley Slota this
season. Slota has started all 14 games
this season and Nowak is quick to
point out that the three seniors have
helped her.
'Tm sure she is very grateful to
them because they've kind of taken
her under their wing and embraced

PRESEASON:
Whether watching the game at Panther Paw, like these students Tuesday night, or elsew~ re 1 ti rfeston, students
say the experience is better in Chicago. But Wednesday's Game 2 gave fans something to cheer about: a 2-1 win.

Surprise, surprise Sox fans say
Charleston lackS energy of Chicago
BY MATI LEIBERT
STAFF REPORTER

There is no question as to what
White Sox fans were doing last night.
After watching their American
League Central Division champs
sweep Boston last week, Chicago fans
were hoping to see the same magic
against the Los Angeles Angels of
Anaheim.
But in a city such as Charleston, it
can be hard for Sox fans to get in the
true spirit of this year's playoffi.
Jeff Landwehr, a sophomore business management major, said that ever
since he came down to school here at
Eastern the only baseball teams he ever
really hears about are the St. Louis
Cardinals and the Chicago Cubs.
Landwehr, like many other Sox fans,
said he feels that this makes it hard to
get fully excited about the· playoffs.
Still, there is no way that White Sox
"haters," as Landwehr calls them, are
going to stop the true fans from celebrating their favorite team's successes.
"I don't care what everyone says
about the Sox. I'm still gonna watch
the games and root for my ream,"

"Being at school, it's hard to appreciate what's
going on as much as JOU do when JOU are actually
in the city."
ANTHONY KATSIVALIS, SOPHOMORE MUSIC MAIOR

Landwehr said.
Also, many die-hard Sox fans find it
hard to feel the energy that is flowing
through most of Chicago's south side.
Watching the game with friends at
home or out at the bar apparently is the
most popular way to enjoy the success
of the White Sox. But it doesn't seem to
compare to sharing this event with
family and friends back home.
"My family and I went to the second
game against the Red Sox and the energy that you feel at home is nothing like
it is down here," said Anthony
Katsivalis, a sophomore music major.
"You grow up watching a team with
your family and friends back home.
Being at school, it's hard co appreciate
what's going on as much as you do
when you are actually in the ciry,"
Katsivalis added
. Senior finance m ajor Mark
Woodman said that everyone is ecstat-

ic right now, but that feeling ~ not
been consistent throughout the season.
The Sox made some questionable
decisions about their lineup at the
beginning of the season that worried
some Sox fans.
"When they started playing nobody ·
was really worried (about the lineup)
anymore," Woodman said. "For a
while there they had the best record in
baseball and ever since then, Sox fans
have been really jacked up."
"It's been a long time coming, too,"
Woodman added.
The .feeling that Sox fans are giving
is that it doesn't matter where they live,
the Sox are their team and nothing is
going to change that.
Woodman later added, "The loyal
fans deserve this just as much as the
players do, whether we are still in the
city or here in Charleston. To m e, any
suppon is great suppon."

(ON rlNUED FROM PAGE
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"All we have been worried about
since we hired Mike Miller is getting
better every day."
Megan Sparks managed. to gee
named to the OVC's second team
afrcr having a successful previous season leading Eastern in field goal percentage, assists and second in scoring.
'Tm happy with her summer right
now and she's committed to going
out with a bang," second-year
Eastern head coach Brady Sallee
said. "I think a year under h er belt
in the system and understanding
what I want from her will help.
More than anything I like h er
mindset and the way she's going
about her business."

her, shown her the ropes," Nowak
said. "(Slota) plays with the mentality
of a senior."
Slota said she knows that if she
messes up, that either of the three will
be there, ·as well as senior goalie
Tiffany Groene.
Groene, a teammate for the past
four years with Holcomb, Frericks
and Langsfeld, said that all three have
different personalities, especially with
Langsfeld's hair in pigtails every game,
shows that she has character.
"They're all a lirtle quirky," she said.
Quirky or not, they are consistent
and Nowak admitted he will be sad to
not have them at his disposal next
year.
"You always know what you're
going to get back there from them for
the most pan," he said.

Sparks is only 147 points away
from becoming the 18th player in
program history to join the 1,000
career points club, Sparks also enters
her senior year ranked among the
EIU all-time top 10 in two key
offensive categories.
The Mattoon native begins the
season in the school's all-time top
10 in 3-point field goals (85) and
free throws made (230). Sallee says
she will be one of the players that
helps offset the graduation of leading scorer Pam O'Connor, who finished her career second on the alltime scoring list. T h e Panther
women will look to qualify for the
OVC Tournament for the first time
since 2002-2003 but are predicted
to finish I Och of the 11 conference
teams.

...

SANTANA:
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Eastern will begin a three-match
stretch this weekend at Lantz Arena
against teams with a ~mbined 3-15
conference record. Tennessee-Martin
comes into Lantz Friday with no conference wins. Murray State is here on
Saturday and has a 3-10 record. And
next Saturday's match at Samford will
be against a 5-14 team.
The schedule favors the Panthers to
hose their first OVC tournament since
1998. One major obstacle stands in
the Panthers' way. On Oct. 22, the
day before the cut-off date, they m ust
travel to Jacksonville Stace, which

could detennine the tourney host.
The Gamecocks were picked second in the preseason poll and did not
lose their fuse conference match until
last weekend. The home court advantage could definitely be a factor in the
toumarnent. Six of the last nine tournament hosts have advanced to the
NCAA toumarnent.
last season, EKU hosted the tournament and advanced.
"EKU's crowd tore us apart {last
year at the toumarnent)," said junior
outside hitter Kara Sorenson afrer the
Panthers beat Eastern Kentucky.
This year, it could be the Panther
fans' tum to do the tearing.

Alpha Phi would like to Congr
their academic achi'_
3.0-3A9
Corey Behenna
AmyFelt
Kari Flanigan
Lauren Galvan
Brittany Gundlach
Stacy Hills
Jackie Kelley
Mallary Kinley
Katey Korhonen
Kathy Kretch
Lauren Mandac

Miranda McMichaels
Erin McNeil
Lauren Noga

HIN

S UN-THUR 11-9
FR I-SAT 11 -10

4.0
Jen Breier
Lauren Cannichael
Lane Sylvester
Nicole Wroblewski

Best Chicago-style
Chinese food in town
1140 Lincoln Ave.
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TOP CAT : PANTHER OFFENSIVE LINE
"I think I have the best offensive line in the OVC in front of me," quarterback Mike Donato.
~---
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DANIEL WILLIAMS/fHE D<\ILY EASTERN NEWS

Call this a "big'' circle of trust: the starting offensive line together weighs 1,449 pounds. 16Size comes into play first at this level," UJI coach Mark Hutson.

_ _J
BY MATIHEW STEVENS

ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

They don't get recognition, nicknames and
when one person fuls, the entire unit is blamed.
This is the life of an offensive lineman in the
game of football
"It's a sense of pride fur them," Eastern offensive
coordinator Mark Hutson said "It's a group ofguys
wanting to do their job on every down all game
long."
So, when the Panthers rush fur 181 yardsand6
touchdowns, throw fur 208 and a score, it all has to
start somewhere and Ea.stern believes it begins with
its big boys.
"I believe the game is won and lost up front
no doubt about that," Eastern head coach Bob

Spoo said.
V mcent Webb ran fur a season-high 148 yards,
3 touchdo~ and the junior tailback finished with
4.9 yards per carry in the Panthers 48-24 win over
Southeast Missouri.
"As a group, they really progressed in the two
weeks of practice preparing fur SEMO ," Hutson
said.
Hutson also coaches the offensive line and fdt
like it was one of the best performances from the
unit in the 2005 season. "It really was a solid dfurt
by those guyS to make those holes fur all three of
our backs Saturday night," Hutson said
Senior center Pa.seal Mada is one of the members
of the unit that Hutson considers a leader on the
fidd The all-Ohio Valley Confi:rence and preseason All-American honorable mention selection

&om Holland is the only three-year starter on the
line.
"He is the soomd quarterback on the field fur us
without a doubt," Hutson said. "He has all the leadership
qualities
we
look
for."
Hutson talked about the struggles this unit has
faced over the last few years because of the players
being young and thrown into play earlier than
expected. This unit has dealt with young starters,
post-game criticism fium funner quarterbacks and
at the most, three different offensive coordinators.
"They really have had a lot of growing pains
together but they are now one of the strengths of
this team no doubt about it," Hutson said
With a new starting quarterback in 2005,
EastemS offensive line has been critiral to the
progress ofsophomore Mike Donato. This season,

Donato has been sacked five rimes in five games.
"I think I have the best offensive line in the OVC
in &ont of me," Donato said.
Hutson gave insight on what his staff looks for
when scouring an offensive lineman recruit, which
may be the most difficult position to evaluate efficiently.
"Size comes into·play first at this levd," Hutson
said "Next thing is the attitude and aggressive
mindset that we can see on film."
The Panthers know they are going to have to
dominate the line ofscrimmage Saturday to win its
Homecoming game against Eastern Kentucky and
have an inside shot at a OVC title.
"We need them to play the best game of the
season to win," Hutson said. "They have been
thinking about EKU for a while."

What haP.PJf!ed to
all oti'he

busittessm

Advertising Representatives for the Daily
Eastern News. Fill out at application at the
Student Publications Office in Buzzard or cal
581-2816 for more information.

niversity
illage
NEW UPSCALE STUDENT RENTAL HOUSING
COMMUNITY NOW LEASING FOR FALL 2006!
Model unit now available for viewing across the street from
Old Main at 1405 Sixth St. near EIU campus in Charleston
GRAND OPENING SPECIAL!!!: 52" TV WITH
HOME THEATER SURROUND SOUND Limited n me Offer
Be the first to pick your home site location!!!

NOW LEASING!!! 217.345.1400
www.universityvillagehousing.com
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it's thu rsday, it's

MOl'HER'S~

~CAFE

*BACARDI
PARTI*
ton ight! party with

OPEN SAM • 2PM MON-SAT

THE BACARDI GIRLS

BREAKFAST SERVED
ANYTIME
614 JACKSON AVE.
345. 5 089
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$ 4 BJ\~~~~~~q~p~~ES
MOM'S THURSDAY SPECIALS
DJ's SUTCLIF FE & UNIT

. . FRIDAY

W SoccE• vs. SAMFOllD
CROSS COUNTRY AT MILLIKIN INVITATIONAL (8-TEAM)

Vou.EYL\ll vs. TENNEISEE-MAlmN

SATURDAY

CROSS COUNTRY AT PRE-NCAA INVITATIONAL

fOOTBAU. VS. EuJERN KENTUCKY

Vou.EYBALL vs. MullltAv STA.Tl
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The three senior defenders anchoring the Panther defense have success (OVC tourney
trophy every year) and value execution (school-record 8 shutouts last year). There are
expectations to uphold. First-year coach 1im Nowak doesn't mind, because he knows ...

SENIORI
BY MATT DANIELS
STAFF REPORTER

Having senior defenders Lindsey f{olcomb,
... Morgan Frericks and Lee Ann Langsfdd in the
staning line-up is a common sight for Eastern
women's soccer. Holcomb has staned 75
straight games, while Frericks and Langsfdd
have started 57 and 55 games in a row, respec-

tively.
"It~ definitely one of the big points when
I got this job was knowing that there was going
to be so much experience back there," said
Eastern head coach Tun Nowak. "It's a good
comfort to know that they're back there."
After garnering a school-record eight
shutouts last year, the team already has six
shutouts on the year with five regular-season
games left. The defense has stepped up lardy
in conference play, as they have only allowed
one goal in the five Ohio Valley Conference .
matches so far, leading the Panthers to first
place in the conference.
"We let in a few goals early on, but in conference games, we've wanted co have a shutout
in as many games as possible," Holcomb said.
The starting defensive trio might not have
been possible four years ago when the three
arrived on campus, as Langsfeld was not even
going to play soccer for Eastern and Holcomb
was an All-State forward out of Collinsville
High School.
Langsfeld's high school coach Gerardo
Pagnani played a big role in getting h er to p lay
at Eastern. Langsfled was originally going to
go to school at Eastern, just nor play soccer.
Pagnani, a Division II All-American soccer
player at Eastern in 1972, talked to then
Panther head coach Sceve Ballard. After
talking ro Ballard, Pagnani convinced
Langsfeld that she need ed to play.
"I was like, 'All ri&fit, I'll give it a shor',"
Langsfe1£~id. " I go r h ere and I was happy
I came our. "
Langsfeld, a three time all-OVC selection, was rhe only freshman ro start every
game her first year and· has only missed two
games in her career, both because of an
injury her sophomore' year.

BY THE
NUMBERS
Combined stats of

3 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
6 p.m.
10:30 a.m.
1:30p.m.
7 p.m.

MARCO SANTANA
STAFF RF.PORHR

At 6-0, EIU
prepping
~--==~.. I for NCAA bid

RULES

This has to be the year.
The signs are pointing toward it.
The team is playing well. The schedLindsey Holcomb,
Morgan Frericks and
ule is kind to them.
Lee A"n Langsfe ld.
This has to be the year that the volleyball team makes its return co the
NCM cournament.
What, did you think I was talking
Career goals.
about the White Sox?
The volleyball team is the only
team in the Ohio Valley Conference
that has not lost a game.
Number of shutouts in
At 6-0, they hold the keys co the
the last two seasons.
race to Oct. 23. 1bat is the date when
the conference tournament host will
be determined. The ceam with the
besc record will be hosting, and the
O VC wins in their four
Panthers have just four matches left
seasons at Easte rn.
before that dace.
The season can be broken down
inco three parts so fu. In the first part,
the Panthers played very good compePercentage of all games
cition and didn't play well. A loss co
resulting in a w in or tie
during the four seasons
Illinois, however; proved co be a turn(41 -27-12)
ing point.
T he Panthers have noc lose a match
since thac Sept. 16, five-game loss.
As they coasted through their firsr
Pe rcentage of OVC
three conference matches with three
games resulting in a
straight sweeps, a large macch against
win or tie during the
the conference's preseason favorite,
four seasons (20-2-5).
Eastern Kentucky, loomed on rhe
horiwn.
They cook care of the Colonels in
four
games and subjecred them to a
Combined starts of
Morgan Frericks started every game her sophomore anil junior seasons,- c-o-n-- '"-"'' tongue-lashing from head coach Lori
Holcomb, Fre ricks a nd
La ngsfie ld.
tributing a game-tying goal in last year's OVC Championship match.
Duncan.
Since thac macch the Panthers have
With Holcomb, the adjustment from switchin g
"If I move up, then they know where I'm going struggled to defeat Southeast Missouri
positions took some ti m e h er freshman year, but to be at. We are always backing each o cher up and and Tennessee Tech. But che winning
streak has remai~ed incacc and rhe
after chat she has gon en used to ic, she said.
talk ing co each o cher."
Another nice thing about having the three seniors
Frericks, out of Quincy, came to Eastern ro be clos- Panthers have a very good opportuniback there is it provides familiari ty among the rhree, er co her older sister, Audra, the 2004 MVP of rhe ty ro return ro cheir early conferenceHolcomb said. "I always know thac they're behind OVC Tournament and a four-time first-team OVC season form.
me," Holcomb said. "After four years of playing wich selection for Eastern.
them , I know their style of play."
Frericks agrees.
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OVC preseason ballots counted: Coaches vote men 7th; women .10th
Men's top scorer Gomes
1st team; women's star
Sparks 2nd team
BY M ATIHEW STEVENS

ASSOCIATf SPO RTS EDITOR

Both senior leaders for the Panthers' men's and
women's basketball teams were given all-conference honors Wednesday.
Eastern guards Mega.n Sparks :md Josh Gomes
were named to All-O hio V11lev C onference

On the men's side, Gomes was named first coaches in the conference. However, no underteam all-OVC after leading Eastern in scoring classmen were selected co either team.
with 16.8 points per game lasr season. This marks
"A lot of players could be named to those first
the first time in Goryi.es' four-year career that the and second teams," Gomes said . "George Tandy
Indianapolis, Ind., native has been named to the is definitely one of those good players. (Tandy),
first team.
Bobby (Catchings) and Bil Duany are all going
"That's pretty special co be named first ceam to have breakout years."
because you work so hard throughout a career to
T he Panther men were predicted to finish sevget rhese things," Gomes said. " It just shows how . enth in the league, wh ich is one spot higher than
much respect I'm getting from around the rest of they finished in 2004-2005.
theOVC "
"T hese ranki ngs are always based on lasr yea r's
Last season's O VC Freshman ·'.lf the Year
results," Gomes said.
C cr>rf e Tandy '""" left off both rhc S:s r and sec-

] . Murr(ly S tate /

2 ~/E~stern Kecitq{:ky .· l >SE Missouri
3. Tennessee Tech
J . Easte rn Ke ntUc
4 . S~mford
4. Jacksonville Stat
5. Samford '
5. Te nnessee State
6. Austin Peay
6 . Te nnessee State
7. Eastern Illinois
t8 . SE Missouri
t8. Te nn .-Ma rtin
10 !;·1ch 0nv ;ile St.
·,:

7. UT Martin
8. Mu rray State
9 . More head State <
1 10. E<istern Illinois
,' • ·,'·v',(',•, r. ,··,.· ·.,:,·.·:·. ·'··. 1,··, .~·r;, ,l ·.' ,' . ,"..,
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